
The Guard 

King Tut, 5’6”, lies supine on mould-flecked cotton, 
ceiling-transfixed. Body broken  

as if struck by lightning. Dead at nineteen,  
before purpose, before the remark.  

My avatar. In my last teen year my man 

tried to kill me with a Volkswagen. Rammed  
my spine with grille, reversed to gain momentum.  

I leapt from light, body split from spirit — 
  ba left ha. Fractures don’t kill, but heal with an echo  
wedged in the chasm. The Valley of the Kings, 

I imagine, is located in the foreground of a photograph  
  wall mural from Sears, beneath the mountain 
 at its lowest ridge. You can tear the world off  
  by its corner and ball it up in your arms; 
that’s all it is. I lied for a decade. The universe  

got hitched, had quints, divorced, pitched over, while 
I ruminated in bed about hot knives. 

I described my crypt to a doctor who mimed 
a gun trigger at his temple: ‘You feel pow pow  

sometime?’ No . . . the opposite. To re-enter,  

reanimate my shell, how the blockbuster CGI  
storm clouds reset the hero’s backbone  

in-line. Instead, my ex-love became security guard,  
a bored protector of goods against longing.  

Who wouldn’t rather camouflage than change? But grief  
  has an unknown half-life, 

  I’ve been resin’d in a vault 
of magical thinking, believing I can 

  spell-cast superstition into art. 



Fear is a World 

It’s always possible your greatest fears will unfold. 
To hold probability closer than hope is our goal. 
Fear is a world, and the world is foreclosed. 

He will leave you as soon as the baby is born.  
Or meet a brunette who wants the baby this fall.  
To hold probability closer than hope is our goal. 

Yes, a killer can procure a FedEx uniform. 
You can’t live in this world without opening a door.  
Or meeting a brunette who wants the baby this fall.  

A toilet seat could be wet with flesh-eating Zep. 
A cobra can uncoil in the shadowed bowl. 
You can’t live in this world without opening a door. 

A door opening inward might snap your wrist.  
In ER, a tumour could be mistaken for a sebaceous cyst. 
A cobra can uncoil in a shadowed bowl. 

What feels like intuition is a faulty switch. 
It’s always possible your greatest fears will unfold. 
In ER, a tumour could be mistaken for a sebaceous cyst. 
Fear is a world, and the world is foreclosed. 



4 Men 
  
  

My skin is pallid 
My limbs are lanky 
My nose a transept 

I’m a scarecrow sagging 
I’m weak enough 

To not mind faking 
If Mommy’s pleased 

And the audience keeps paying 
My name is Schmendrick 

  
My skin is tawny 

My chivalric orders gleam 
I’m adopted, there are two 

Worlds I hulk between 
My father’s a wealthy ruin 

We’re two seaward embrasures 
I regret having slain 

Took bloodshed for valour 
They call me Prince Lír 

  
My skin is overcast 
My hair’s a vortex 
My heart’s a clast 

From my castle’s doorstep 
You gracile girl 

Your revealing gestures 
Secrets are no sentinel 

I will make you my pleasure 
They call me King Haggard 

  
My skin is crimson 
My manner’s cruel 

I’ll whelm every unicorn 
In saltwater as a rule 
My life’s been rough 
I’ve never been free 

I’ve been raging since birth 
That’s just me 

My name is Red Bull 


